Stability and plasticity in the neural representation of linguistic pitch patterns
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Abstract

In this paper we discuss evidence that early, long-term experience with a tonal language leaves a stable and lasting influence on the neural encoding of linguistic pitch patterns. We will also demonstrate that plastic changes in the neural representation of linguistic pitch are possible during adulthood, after just a few hundred trials of sound-to-category mapping training that establish behavioral relevance of the incoming stimuli. Notably, such category training creates large individual differences in learning success, the reasons for which are unclear. Within the context of a novel theoretical approach, the dual-learning systems (DLS) model, we will discuss the mechanisms underlying tone learning in adulthood, sources of individual differences, and the potential to design optimized training approaches that reduce individual differences.
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1. Introduction

The concept of an ‘auditory critical period’ is extremely popular in language and speech learning literature [1]. The critical period view posits that language learning competency dramatically declines with age [2, 3]. Consequently, adults who try to learn a second language may have disproportionate difficulty achieving native-like fluency and proficiency. Related to speech specifically, studies show that adults, relative to infants, are less sensitive to the critical acoustic dimensions that disambiguate non-native speech sounds [4, 5].

Several studies from our lab have examined at adult speech learning, well beyond the ‘critical period’. We have found that, while individual variability is large, adults can learn to categorize foreign speech sounds within a few blocks of auditory training [6, 7, 8, 9]. Some adults learn with consummate ease, as if they are not limited by a critical period. Others struggle and do not accurately categorize novel speech sounds even after substantial training. The long-term goal of this line of research is to identify the neural mechanisms underlying individual differences in learning success and leverage this knowledge in designing optimal training programs. The key premise is that adults are wired differently than children and infants, and therefore use different strategies to learn. Current training approaches are not tailored to the adult brain and learning strategies. In this article we discuss behavioral and neuroimaging studies that investigate the neural representation of speech signals and assess the impact of long-term and short-term training on neural representation. We then discuss how we can optimize speech and language training programs. The common thread is our utilization of linguistic tones, specifically Mandarin lexical tone categories, as a speech category learning problem for native speakers of American English.

2. Neural representation of tones

Pitch is a primary cue in disambiguating tone categories. How pitch is extracted, encoded, and mapped to behaviorally-relevant categories has been studied in both animal and human models. A non-invasive method of investigating the representation of pitch patterns is through scalp-recorded electrophysiology. The frequency-following response (FFR) is a scalp-recorded electrophysiological response that reflects phase-locked activity from neural ensembles in the auditory system [10, 11]. The FFR faithfully represents fundamental frequency and harmonic components [12]. Filtering the FFR signal to isolate the contribution from the auditory brainstem can help form a neural reconstruction of the auditory signal (‘neurophonic’) [10, 13]. The FFR also can represent time-varying pitch patterns, and therefore has been extensively utilized in studying lexical tone representation [14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. Krishnan and colleagues first examined FFRs to index neural pitch tracking in Mandarin Chinese and English speakers [16]. They found that Mandarin Chinese speakers showed stronger pitch representation, better pitch tracking, and stronger second harmonic representation than English speakers. Their findings demonstrate long-term plasticity in the fundamental representation of pitch. Song and colleagues measured FFRs to pitch patterns before and after following sound-to-meaning auditory training and found enhanced neural pitch tracking after training [17].

Recent studies conducted in my lab use FFR to examine the impact of training on the representation of linguistic pitch patterns. In one experiment, five days of passive exposure did not change the neural representation of Mandarin tones in native English speakers. In a second experiment, training native English speakers with no prior Mandarin exposure with just 480 trials where they received feedback while categorizing tones enhanced their neural representation of these tones. In a third experiment, native English speakers underwent long-term training. With training, their feature representation became more native-like. Even following 2 months post-training, behavioral performance remained at a native-like accuracy; however, the neural representation reverted to language-specific norms, suggesting a complex relationship between behavior and neural plasticity. Dramatic neural changes accompany behavioral training, but once categories are established in the brain, native-like behavior is subserved by minimal changes to neural function.
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3. Training to categorize lexical tones

Adult English speakers have difficulty perceiving tonal contrasts [19, 20]. The computational challenge arises from having to map continuous, multidimensional signals to meaningful, discrete categories [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26]. Previous research posits that interference from native language speech categories and perceptual warping due to prior language experience may contribute to difficulty learning non-native speech categories [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32]. However, despite these challenges, native English speakers with no tonal language experience can acquire pitch categories with extensive training [19, 7, 8, 9, 33].

Auditory training approaches need to overcome the inherent perceptual warping induced by the first language. For example, multidimensional scaling studies have revealed that at least two dimensions (pitch height and pitch direction) are critical for distinguishing tones across languages. While the pitch height dimension is weighted similarly by native and non-native speakers, pitch direction is weighted more by tonal language speakers, likely due to the greater relevance of this acoustic dimension in disambiguating tone categories across multiple speakers [34, 31, 35, 36]. Chandrasekaran, Sampath and Wong showed that attention to pitch direction increases in native English speakers with sound-to-meaning auditory training. FFRs to dynamic, and not static, portions of tones are more robust following training [37]. A recent study showed that explicitly instructing learners on relevant dimensions can enhance speech category learning [38]. Instructing participants to focus on pitch direction, not pitch height, resulted in more accurate tone categorization. Computational modeling results from the study suggest that pitch direction instruction led to faster and more frequent use of task-optimal multidimensional strategies (using both height and directional cues), as well as greater perceptual selectivity for pitch direction.

We have conducted several training studies that significantly improved (at the group level) native English speakers’ tone classification ability. In this category learning task, participants are presented with natural speech productions by native Mandarin Chinese speakers and must learn to categorize these tones (map tones to button-presses) using trial-by-trial feedback. This task leverages prior work that has shown that generalizable learning requires 1) natural stimuli produced by multiple talkers to assist in ‘talker normalization’ and 2) trial-by-trial feedback to monitor errors [39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 8, 9, 44, 6]. Feedback has been shown to lead to greater learning ([45, 46]. Bradlow argues that the use of multiple talkers during training helps learners attend to talker-invariant acoustic cues that distinguish categories [47]. Multi-talker training has also been shown to lead to better generalization, suggesting variability in training may be beneficial to some participants [47, 41, 48]. Figure 1 shows the result of 5 blocks (consisting of 40 stimuli per block (2 talkers X 4 tone) of tone training using this approach [9].

4. Individual differences

A common thread seen across tone training studies is the immense individual variability (discernable in Figure 1). Some learners can categorize tones quickly and retain high accuracies across training, while others show slower progress, and still others seem to progress barely past chance performance. This large individual variability in learning success brings into question how it is that some individuals can learn these categories so optimally beyond the critical period, while others struggle (as the critical period hypothesis would predict). What strategies are successful and less successful learners using? By identifying strategy differences, could we modify training to reduce the challenges that result in individual variability? To explore sources of individual differences and develop training paradigms that reduce individual differences, we have adopted approaches from visual category learning literature. Our premise is that learning tone categories can be construed broadly as a categorization problem, one that involves mapping continuous, highly-variable sounds to discrete categories. Behavioral and neuroscience studies suggest the existence of multiple learning systems for categories [49, 50, 7]. In particular, the dual-learning systems (DLS) model, developed by our lab, posits two competing systems where learning occurs [7]. The reflective system is procedural, involves executive attention and working memory, and is involved in rule-based learning [33]. The reflexive system is procedural, does not involve working memory, and learns by associating perceptions with actions that are rewarded via feedback. The dominance of a system over the other comes from a shift in balance, as the reflective system is better suited for learning categories that are easily described by rules, while the reflexive system is better suited for learning categories that involve the integration of difficult to describe dimensions [7, 8, 44]. Explicit instructions provided early in training have shown enhanced speech category learning, suggesting reflexive learning initially [7]. However, implicit training procedures that support reflexive learning have been shown to lead to more successful speech category learning [8]. The DLS model provides neurobiological sources for these learning systems. The reflective system is thought to rely upon an executive corticostriatal loop involving dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, the head of the caudate nucleus, the hippocampus, and the anterior cingulate cortex [8]. Meanwhile, the reflexive system is thought to rely upon cortical-striatal synapses in the ventral striatum, the caudate body, putamen, and primary motor cortex.
strategies involving unidimensional rules [44]. Across several studies, our lab has shown that learners who show the least gains in learning utilize simple unidimensional reflective rules (for example, only focusing on the pitch height dimension), while successful learners switch to multidimensional, reflexive strategies. Since reflexive strategies are not working-memory related, this may open up cognitive resources to attend to other key components of the task.

Research in our lab has looked at various aspects that could account for individual differences, including musical training, aging, and clinical factors. Musicians have shown an advantage in learning to categorize Mandarin tones [53, 54, 55, 56, 57]. One study investigated how aging affects tone category learning. An age-related deficit in performance was found, where older adults used multi-dimensional strategies significantly less than younger adults and were found to perseverate on unidimensional rules [51]. Younger adults were more likely than older adults to shift to more optimal, multi-dimensional strategies and to have higher accuracy. Another study found that individuals with elevated depressive symptoms showed an advantage in reflexive-optimal category learning as well as an advantage in learning non-native speech categories [58].

Candidate gene studies have also shed light on potential sources for these individual differences. FOXP2 mutation has been linked to neurodevelopmental deficits in speech and language, thus prompting the study of this gene in spoken language in humans [59, 60]. When FOXP2 was introduced to mice, striatal medium spiny neurons showed increased dendritic length and synaptic plasticity [61]. Additionally, different vocalizations were measured and less exploratory behavior was found. Another study found that mice with FOXP2 introduced into their system learned stimulus-response associations faster [62]. These findings pose the question of how FOXP2 contributes to human speech, how corticostriatal circuits have adapted, and how changes to corticostriatal circuitry may lead to more rapid switching to reflexive strategies. Individual differences in learning success for tone categorization were found to be strongly associated with variation in the FOXP2 gene [9]. The variant associated with enhanced speech category learning was also associated with earlier and more frequent use of reflexive strategies.

5. Designing optimal training programs and future directions

Taking into consideration tone training studies and individual differences in tone categorization success, another line of research involve developing individualized, neurobiologically-informed training approaches for speech and language learning. Prior studies comparing specific manipulations to training, such as the amount of information provided in feedback, whether the feedback is immediate or delayed, and whether talkers are random or grouped, have shown that manipulations supporting reflexive learning lead to greater categorization success [8].

This leads to the question of the extent to which providing training that can enhance reflexive processing eliminates individual differences in tone learning success. We are finding that the answer is much more complex. An emerging viewpoint is that the two learning systems are initially, interactive. Paul and Ashby posit a bootstrap interaction theory, wherein successful early reflexive learning can bootstrap and enhance reflexive-optimal task performance [63]. A one-way interaction between systems may occur wherein the explicit system bootstraps early learning and later uses the procedural system to refine it. Based on the bootstrap interaction theory and DLS, optimizing training for initial reflexive and later transitioning to reflexive learning may leverage interactions and lead to better speech and language learning.

A recent study in our lab examined the impact of tone category training manipulations on novel word learning. Participants received training manipulations to target either the reflexive or reflexive system, or both systems, with the prediction that initial reflexive and later reflexive-optimal environments would result in better tone categorization. Training manipulations consisted of the amount of feedback information and whether talker presentation was randomized or grouped. Prior work has shown different types of feedback can enhance speech category learning [45, 8]. Feedback can be informationally rich (where explicit rules are provided) or minimally informative (such as a beep to signify an error). Informationally rich feedback enhances reflexive learning by allowing greater opportunities to test hypotheses. Meanwhile, minimal feedback enhances reflexive learning, as it reduces available resources for reflexive processing. Prior studies have argued that reducing talker variability can promote faster hypothesis testing and validation, requiring less working memory and supporting reflexive learning [8]. In contrast, randomized talker presentation prevents learners from predicting the next talker, disrupting rule testing and supporting reflexive learning where they may associate talker-invariant acoustic cues with implicit rewards. We thus employed informationally rich feedback and blocked talkers to enhance reflexive learning and minimally informative feedback and randomized talkers to enhance reflexive learning. Following tone categorization training with these manipulations, participants completed a sound-to-meaning training program to learn lexical items distinguished by tone categories. We found that a reflective-to-reflexive transition in tone categorization training resulted in better novel word learning. This finding provide initial support for the bootstrap interaction theory and the importance of the two learning systems within the DLS model for speech and language learning.

6. Discussion

In this paper, we discussed mechanisms underlying tone learning in adulthood, training and sources of individual differences in tone learning, and designing enhanced training approaches to reduce these differences. The mechanisms underlying tone learning is adults are still not fully known. We have learned about the neural representation of tones through noninvasive imaging studies using fMRI and auditory electrophysiology. Studies using the FFR as a metric demonstrate the important finding that, although training can have long-lasting behavioral effects, evidenced by native-like task performance, neural representations of these tones differ based on long-term language experience. Establishing behavioral relevance for tones and receiving feedback on performance aids learning. Although training has a significant impact, large individual differences in learning success persist. In attempting to understand the reasons for these differences, we have examined adult learning strategies within the framework of the DLS model. While there is support for reflexive learning of tones, a more complicated interaction, wherein initial reflexive learning bootstraps later reflexive learning, has been found to benefit word learning with lexical tones. Further research is needed to develop optimal speech and language training programs that can ameliorate individual differences in tone learning.
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